Full Council Minutes November 13, 2014

Meeting begins: 7:00pm

Student Affairs: will be meeting with Robert Moore to discuss the break down of tuition, discussed a collaborative event with grow and the wellness center during a block break, going to have a dinner with the butler center heads of state, and working on the whiteness project--an alternative look at race-- which will be a collaborations with the Butler center

Internal Affairs: continuing work on redoing the chartership process, also continuing website edits

Outreach: continuing work on the off campus mixer with students and faculty, looking at hosting a dance marathon (like held at Northwestern)--this could be a collaboration event with student groups on campus, also working with the soup kitchen to see how we can help

Presidents: courageous conversations will be held December 3 and will be on the hookup culture at CC, will be working to produce posters for the "transparency campaign"

Finance: aviation club and scope received money, play hard had received $11,000

Paul Buckley and the Butler Center:

The Butler Center is an evolution of the former OMIS. Our goal this year is to engage all students to be a part of and engage in the vision of CC to be a more inclusive committee. Some changes already made are: the language, where we have moved away from using terms like minority, and instead using language like marginalized and underrepresented students. This places the experience at the forefront of the discussion, and what it means to be an increasingly diverse and inclusive community. We are in a year of building this new office, so there is a focus on building staff. In the process of looking for a diversity programs coordinator. Brett will be the leader of gender and leadership programs. The other position is coordinator of mentoring and diversity initiatives. Next block the center will be working on the Butler Center mission statement. Will be implementing the critical issues series throughout the rest of the school year.

The money that CCSGA could give to the Butler Center would be used to bring speakers to the campus that could voice opinions that the campus may otherwise not hear. The Butler Center has been charged with developing a comprehensive mentoring program. This program would engage sophomores, with the involvement of seniors as peer leaders, faculty, and staff.